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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION  

After analyzing and interpreting data, I presents the conclusion as 

the final result of the study of Feminist, Human Right analysis through the 

main character In Abi Dare novel “ The Girl with the Louding Voice”. 

Based on the research problem , discussion and analysis, the following 

discussion dealing problem with Feminist and Human Rights as seen in the 

main character in Abi Dare novel “ The Girl with the Louding Voice.” 

Adunni, a fourteen-year-old Nigerian girl who wants an education. Her 

mother told her that an education is the only way to get a “louding voice”—

the ability to speak for herself and decide her own future. But instead, 

Adunni’s father sells her to be the third wife of a local man who is eager for 

her to bear him a son and heir. 

When Adunni runs away to the city, hoping to make a better life, she 

finds that the only other option before her is servitude to a wealthy family. 

As a yielding daughter, a subservient wife, and a powerless slave, Adunni is 

told, by words and deeds, that she is nothing. While her was going out of 

town and working at Big Madam's place, Adunni met a woman named Ms. 

Tia, this woman helped Adunni realize her dream by helping her to learn 

English and helping to arrange scholarships. 

But while misfortunes might muffle her voice for a time, they cannot 

mute it. And when she realizes that she must stand up not only for herself, 

but for other girls, for the ones who came before her and were lost, and for 

the next girls, who will inevitably follow; she finds the resolve to speak, 

however she can—in a whisper, in song, in broken English—until she is 

heard. Her goal is to become a teacher and help the women there to be even 

better and not be mistreated by men. 

The feminist movement has a goal of achieving equality and equal 

rights and obligations that apply to all genders, namely women and men. 

Feminism is a women's movement that fights for emancipation or full 

equality of rights between women and men without any discrimination. 
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 For other who wants to analyze The Girl with the Louding Voice, 

can also analyze by other  theories. I as the writer analyze this novel by 

character which is narrative aspect and sociological approach, therefore I as 

the writer hopes this research  could give contribution in literature and also 

to English Language and Culture student in university. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


